Defending gains made in Local Heritage
protection over 40 years

A Critique of the DPTI
Local Heritage Discussion Paper

by Norman Etherington, President of the National Trust of South
Australia, on behalf of the Cultural Heritage Advisory Committee
Under the guise of reforming and ‘improving the ways we recognise heritage places in
South Australia’, the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure threatens to set
our system back forty years.
The damage could not be undone. It would be a crime as well as a blunder to proceed
without widespread consultation of councils, community organisations and the general
public. This should include a series of public forums at which the proposed changes can be
debated and recast.
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seriously wrong with the existing system. Judging from the consistent stance of resident groups over the
Additionally, there are over 8,000 local heritage places, almost four times as many as there are state heritage
decades, they want more rather than less protection for the places they love.
places (some 2200); few state heritage listings occur annually; and the numbers of local heritage listings and
objections are increasing. Given the substantial number of local heritage places as compared to state heritage
places, the benefits of focusing on local heritage practice and its associated frameworks will be more readily
apparent.
Focusing on local heritage would also prioritise this policy area for immediate benefit as local heritage reforms
can be entirely managed under the provisions of the PDI Act.
1 Information about the Code is available at http://dpti.sa.gov.au/planning/planning_reform A User’s Guide to the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016
2 The Heritage Convention (HERCON) criteria were agreed to by all states and territories through the Environment Protection and Heritage Council in 1998. The criteria
are intended to provide a national standard for guiding heritage significance assessment.
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Key local heritage issues addressed in this discussion paper
Many of the procedures associated with South Australia’s local heritage have not been reviewed since 1993
and the following issues have been identified as warranting reform:
• Clarity of criteria and inadequate hierarchy of heritage values (national, state, local)
• Poorly/inconsistently applied local heritage criteria
• Uneven recognition of local heritage across the state
• Lack of comprehensive review
• Lengthy/unpredictable listing processes
• Consultation processes that rely too often on ‘interim operation’
• Sensitive consultations occurring too late in the process
• Confusion between ‘heritage’ and ‘character’
• Inconsistent Development Assessment procedures and policies
• Formalising a role for accredited heritage professionals.
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1 Information about the Code is available at http://dpti.sa.gov.au/planning/planning_reform A User’s Guide to the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016

2 The Heritage Convention (HERCON) criteria were agreed to by all states and territories through the Environment Protection and Heritage Council in 1998. The criteria
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Key local heritage issues addressed in this discussion paper
Many of the procedures associated with South Australia’s local heritage have not been reviewed since 1993
and the following issues have been identified as warranting reform:
• Clarity of criteria and inadequate hierarchy of heritage values (national, state, local)
• Poorly/inconsistently applied local heritage criteria
• Uneven recognition of local heritage across the state
• Lack of comprehensive review
• Lengthy/unpredictable listing processes
• Consultation processes that rely too often on ‘interim operation’
• Sensitive consultations occurring too late in the process
• Confusion between ‘heritage’ and ‘character’
• Inconsistent Development Assessment procedures and policies
• Formalising a role for accredited heritage professionals.
This discussion paper does not deal with:
• State heritage listings or the assessment of development affecting State Heritage Places, other than relating to
typical minor matters and some internal works
• General heritage governance
• Funding matters. the listing process
Streamlining
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1 Information about the Code is available at http://dpti.sa.gov.au/planning/planning_reform A User’s Guide to the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016

Regrettably, we fear with good reason that under the current government DPTI would fill its appointed panels with
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uncertainty to the planning process. For years the property industry has been
• Funding matters.
crying out for certainty. Why introduce uncertainty now? What possible ‘merit’
can
be seen inthe
demolition
of irreplaceable
community
Furthermore,
State Government
has agreed
that assets?
all existing Local Heritage Listings will be transitioned as
Local Heritage Places into the Planning and Design Code1 which is required to be developed under the new
Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 (PDI Act).

Windfall profits for some. Damage that can’t be undone
Context

In areas of high development pressure, the introduction of ‘demolition
A widely shared desire for heritage reforms was identified by the Expert Panel
Expert Panel on
on merit’ would deliver windfall profits to owners who bought property at
‘Demolition
on merit’
on Planning Reform in its final report to Minister Rau in December 2014. The
Planning Reform
prices reflecting the dollar value as a protected heritage place. That windfall
panel’s findings in relation to heritage were subsequently considered by the
would deliver
is manifestly unfair, both to the community and people who sold in good
“…current arrangements
State Government and agreed to in principle, foreshadowing the preparation
windfall
profits at the
faith. Inevitably those with deep pockets would spend money arguing and
for heritage management
of a discussion paper. However, heritage reforms were largely excluded from
community’s
litigating to reap those windfall profits. A demolition derby would ensue, as
are fragmented, expense.
the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Bill 2015 (PDI Bill), reflecting
we have seen many times before, with people racing to clear allotments for
inconsistent, out-oftheir significance in their own right. Several new features were introduced into
speculative gain. Inevitably many of these lots would remain empty for years,
date and result in poor
the PDI Act, including the ability for owners to seek court-based review of
scars on our cityscape like the notorious Makris site in North Adelaide.
decision-making”
proposed local heritage listings, widening the possibility of initiating heritage
nominations
to is
individuals
requirements
under thetoproposed
Once
certainty
removed and
fromconsultation
local heritage,
it will be impossible
restore integrity to the system. The hardcommunity
won
gains ofengagement
the last fortycharter.
years and all the money expended on local heritage will have been thrown away.
This discussion paper builds on the substantial consultation conducted by the Expert Panel and now provides
a wider examination of local heritage matters.

Jobs, growth and liveability
Why focus on Local Heritage?

The paper is uni-directional. It suggests nothing that will enhance heritage preservation. All the suggestions point
Consistent with best practice, the state heritage criteria are generally compatible with the national model heritage
to heritage destruction
and gains for one segment of the economy, the property industry, to the detriment of other
criteria (HERCON2). However, local heritage criteria, as described in the Development Act 1993 and their
sectors. One of Adelaide & South Australia’s significant points of appeal and advantage over other cities and
equivalent in the PDI Act, are not as compatible with these criteria.
states in Australia is our relatively intact stock of historic character stone houses and commercial buildings, which
Additionally,
arestates.
over 8,000
local heritage places,
almost
four constitutes
times as many
as there
are of
state
are
the envy there
of other
The building/house
renovation
market
a larger
portion
the heritage
state’s GDP
places
(some
2200);
few
state
heritage
listings
occur
annually;
and
the
numbers
of
local
heritage
listings andwho
than the new home market, however it is comprised mainly of SME’s (small-medium enterprise businesses)
objections
are increasing.
Given
the substantialRenovation
number ofoflocal
asmany
compared
to state
do
not generally
have the ear
of Government.
old heritage
buildingsplaces
creates
more jobs
thanheritage
new
places, the
of focusing
on local heritage
practice and
its associated
frameworks
will be for
more
readily
building
withbenefits
industrialised
components.
Every renovation
of historic
fabric employs
two people
every
one
apparent.in new construction. The economic benefits extend beyond construction to tourism and a lively café/
involved
small
bar culture
has voted
feet in favour
of historic
buildings.
Once
a bigas
building
is completed
its
Focusing
on localthat
heritage
wouldwith
alsoitsprioritise
this policy
area for
immediate
benefit
local heritage
reforms
capacity
to generate
new employment
is finished.
ThePDI
benefits
can be entirely
managed
under the provisions
of the
Act. of retaining historic buildings are ongoing. The gains
accrue to an ever more liveable city.
1 Information about the Code is available at http://dpti.sa.gov.au/planning/planning_reform A User’s Guide to the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016
2 The Heritage Convention (HERCON) criteria were agreed to by all states and territories through the Environment Protection and Heritage Council in 1998. The criteria
are intended to provide a national standard for guiding heritage significance assessment.
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RENEWING OUR
PLANNING SYSTEM

Placing Local Heritage on Renewed Foundations

Heritage reform – an exploration
of the opportunities
Local Heritage Discussion Paper

Where do we go from here?

TheNational
State Government
to inimproving
waysdoes
we nothing
recognise
andtomanage
The
Trust is appalledisbycommitted
a paper which
the name ofthe
‘reform’
whatever
advance the
local of
heritage
in South
Australia.
cause
heritage places
preservation
and opens
the door for uncertainty and corruption of all kinds.
What
to be done
immediately
is to
extend theto
period
of community
consultation
at least
six months.
This needs
discussion
paper
has been
prepared
encourage
high-level
ideasforand
feedback
The
consultation
should
be
launched
at
a
well
advertised
public
forum
with
the
Planning
Minister
in
attendance.
from experts and practitioners involved in local heritage practice in this state. Responses

will
planning
policies
this specialised
area, including
creation
of a innew
Bill.
In
theinform
longer term
it is high
time wein
moved
towards best practice
by followingthe
New
South Wales
banning
property developers from making donations to political parties and campaigns.

Contact
To show your support for protecting our local heritage contact us by emailing:
heritagewatch@nationaltrustsa.org.au
Visit www.heritagewatch.net.au for more information and updates.
Like and follow at facebook.com/love.your.local.heritage
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